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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {p}\mathrm {p}\rightarrow {\mathrm{W}}^{\pm } +X \rightarrow \mu ^{\pm }\nu +X$$\end{document}$ differential cross section and the muon charge asymmetry that provide important constraints on the valence and sea quark distributions in the proton. Uncertainties in the parton distribution functions (PDF) have become a limiting factor for the precision of many inclusive and differential cross section calculations, given the development of precise theoretical tools describing hard scattering processes in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\theta $$\end{document}$ is the polar angle of the muon direction with respect to the beam axis. Current theoretical calculations predict these cross sections with next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) accuracy in perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD). The dominant $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {p}{\overline{\mathrm{p}}}$$\end{document}$ collisions by the CDF and D0 collaborations \[[@CR2]--[@CR6]\]. At the LHC, the first measurements of the lepton charge asymmetries were performed by the CMS, ATLAS, and LHCb experiments using data collected in 2010 \[[@CR7]--[@CR9]\]. The CMS experiment has further improved the measurement precision in both the electron and muon decay channels using data from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This measurement is based on a data sample of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathrm{W}}^{\pm } $$\end{document}$ boson production charge asymmetry. This measurement provides important constraints on the proton PDFs, which is illustrated by the QCD analysis also presented in this paper.

CMS detector {#Sec2}
============

The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {\,T}$$\end{document}$. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter, and a brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter, each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections. Muons are measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel flux-return yoke outside the solenoid. Extensive forward calorimetry complements the coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detectors. A more detailed description of the CMS detector can be found in Ref. \[[@CR12]\].

Data selection and simulation {#Sec3}
=============================
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                \begin{document}$$\phi $$\end{document}$ is the azimuthal angle (in radians) in the laboratory frame. The muon candidate is rejected if the scalar $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{\mathrm {T}} $$\end{document}$ sum of these tracks is more than 10 % of the muon $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathrm{W}}^{\pm } \rightarrow \mu ^{\pm }\nu $$\end{document}$ signal is contaminated with backgrounds that also produce a muon with high $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Simulated samples are used to model the signal and background processes. The signal, as well as the electroweak and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathrm{t}}\overline{{\mathrm{t}}}$$\end{document}$ background samples, is based on the next-to-leading-order (NLO) matrix element calculations implemented in the [powheg]{.smallcaps} Monte Carlo (MC) event generator \[[@CR13]--[@CR16]\], interfaced with [pythia6]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR17]\] for parton showering and hadronization, including electromagnetic final-state radiation (FSR). The CT10 NLO PDFs \[[@CR18]\] are used. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The MC events are overlaid by simulated minimum-bias events to model additional $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Corrections to the data and simulations {#Sec4}
=======================================

The fiducial cross sections are measured for muon $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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All simulated events are weighted to match the pileup distribution in data. The weight factors are based on the measured instantaneous luminosity and minimum-bias cross section leading to a good description of the average number of reconstructed vertices in the data.

Accurate calibration of the muon momentum is important for the proper modeling of the yields of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Signal extraction {#Sec5}
=================
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Systematic uncertainties {#Sec6}
========================

To estimate the systematic uncertainties in the muon selection efficiencies, several variations are applied to the measured efficiency tables. First, the efficiency values in each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A possible mismeasurement of the charge of the muon could lead to a bias in the observed asymmetry between the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The other component of systematic uncertainty, associated with the QCD background, is the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} summarizes the systematic uncertainties in the measured cross sections and asymmetries. For comparison, the statistical and luminosity uncertainties are also shown. The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity dominates the total uncertainties in the measured cross sections, while the uncertainty in the QCD background estimation dominates the uncertainties in the charge asymmetries. The uncertainties for the muon charge asymmetries are calculated from those in the differential cross sections, taking into account the correlations between the two charges.
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Results {#Sec7}
=======

The measured cross sections and charge asymmetries are summarized in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and displayed in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The error bars of the measurements represent both statistical and systematic uncertainties, including the uncertainty in the integrated luminosity. The measurements are compared with theoretical predictions based on several PDF sets. The predictions are obtained using the [fewz]{.smallcaps} 3.1 \[[@CR37]\] NNLO MC calculation interfaced with CT10 \[[@CR18]\], NNPDF3.0 \[[@CR38]\], HERAPDF1.5 \[[@CR39]\], MMHT2014 \[[@CR40]\], and ABM12 \[[@CR41]\] PDF sets. No electroweak corrections are included in these calculations. The error bars of the theoretical predictions represent the PDF uncertainty, which is the dominant source of uncertainty in these calculations. For the CT10, MMHT, HERA, and ABM PDFs, the uncertainties are calculated with their eigenvector sets using asymmetric master equations where applicable. For the NNPDF set the standard deviations over its 100 replicas are evaluated.
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The parametrization uncertainty is estimated by extending the functional form of all parton densities with additional parameters. The uncertainty is constructed as an envelope built from the maximal differences between the PDFs resulting from all the parametrization variations and the central fit at each *x* value. The total PDF uncertainty is obtained by adding experimental, model, and parametrization uncertainties in quadrature. In the following, the quoted uncertainties correspond to 68 % CL.Table 5Partial $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q^2=m^2_{\mathrm {W}}$$\end{document}$. The results of the fit to the HERA data and muon asymmetry measurements (*light shaded band*), and to HERA data only (*hatched band*) are compared. The total PDF uncertainties are shown. In the *bottom panels* the distributions are normalized to 1 for a direct comparison of the uncertainties. The change of the PDFs with respect to the HERA-only fit is represented by a *solid line*
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In the kinematic range probed, the final combined HERA DIS data currently provide the most significant constraints on the valence distributions. By adding these muon charge asymmetry measurements, the constraints can be significantly improved, as illustrated in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} where the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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